YOSHIZAWA YUMI, YOU AREN'T A POLICE OFFICER AT ALL!

I, KOTANI, HAVE IT ALL FIGURED OUT!

YOU'RE JUST AN ORDINARY GANG MEMBER!

WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO IT, WHO WILL YOU CHOOSE?

I WANTED TO ASK WHAT YOU PLAN ON DOING WITH KEN.

OR ARE YOU WITH THE WHITE DRAGON CLAN!? ARE YOU ON KEN'S SIDE!?

DON'T ACT LIKE YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND!!
HE'S ALWAYSONE THERE FOR ME.

AND EVEN... FORGAVE ME.

HE FELL FOR ME.

PROTECTED ME.

CAMER FOR ME WHEN I NEEDED HIM.

THAT HE NEEDED ME.

KEN SAID...
I AM KEN'S WOMAN.
Ken's going to take on the White Dragon Clan alone.

Yoshitawa-san, you are the only friend I have left.

Not because I'm a journalist, but because I'm a man.

And in the end, even the two of us are merely people who were attracted to the inferno known as Ken.

I want to ensure that he is remembered.

Please, just promise me one thing.

Don't tell Ken that I was asking around.
Seoul, Yeongdeungpo.
3 days later

Always been there for me.

He's...

Ken's woman...

I am...
Demn... the world is so unfair.

Ken's girlfriend? Is Ken here? Excuse me. What a beauty!!

Ken...

Can we go on a trip together?

Why're you here!? Yumimi?
Yeah...

I was thinking of Jeju Island. You've decided already?

A trip? Where?

Seafood, honeymoon destination, beach babies. Jeju Island?

You said Jeju Island, right?!!?
I changed things up a little.

YEP.

Before it was a sedan.

HUH?

A new car!?

Alright! Let's go to Jeju Island!

I brought some stuff for the trip too!

Canned food and blankets...

The last one was bought with the white dragon clan's money!

Are we evacuating?

You seemed happy enough to spend it...
This feels like a Japanese ship.

It's not that expensive either.

Cool, right?

The cars stay inside the ferry all the way to the island!?

I think they bought it used from Japan.

Yui-Yu...

Yumin-Sama...

Will we be spending the night on the ferry...?
I Brought Condoms, just in case, so let's play it safe...!!

G'night.

I shouldn't have even brought it up!

Flop

ポリ

Bowooooooww!!
I'll bet nobody remembers us...

Hehe-heh...

Nobody...

But now we've become panty thieves!

Then that boar...

Then the boar chased after us.

Then we snogged girls in the restroom, but we gave that up too.

We were pickpockets, but we gave that up.

Beautiful panties!

Yes, I'm only interested in beautiful women's panties!

We steal warm fresh-from-the-boaty panties and sell them on the web.

Let's do this...
FINISHED!!

2 hours later
10 minutes later

The path to obtaining panties is that of a methodic mechanic.

The man who perseveres gets the panties! –Panty Thief

GOT 'EM!

GOT 'EM!
WE'LL BE AT JEJU ISLAND IN NO TIME.

CRASH!

KYAA!

UWAH!

W-WAIT A SECOND!

YUMIN, UH-HM...
K-KYA
AAAH

GYAA
AAH

AAAA
AAAA

AAAA
AHAAAA

KAAY
AAAA

AAAA
AAAA
THE WARMEST PLACE IN KOREA!

KOREA'S TALLEST VOLCANO IS ON THIS ISLAND!

KOREA'S BIGGEST ISLAND!!

Elevation: 1950m

WE'RE HERE!

THIS IS THE BEST!!

KOREA'S BEST VACATION SPOT! THE "OKINAWA" OF KOREA!

AND COLLECT PANTIES TOO!! WE CAN HAVE AS MUCH FUN AS WE WANT HERE!!

I'M SORRY.

ME TOO..

BLOOM